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		In this beautifully illustrated book, travel and adventure photographer Rick Sammon introduces the proven techniques he uses to make extraordinary photographs of people around the world. You'll find important tips and strategies for engaging your subject and setting up the shoot, along with techniques for shooting in a variety of conditions both indoors and outdoors.

		

		Rick Sammon is people person who loves the art of making -- rather than simply taking -- people pictures. In Face to Face, he makes learning people photography a quick and enjoyable experience. Rick demonstrates his methods through a collection of his original photographs. Each photo includes notes explaining the principles he followed and the techniques he used.

		

		Face to Face offers hundreds of tips you can you for studio shoots and "environmental" people pictures, including:

		 

		
			Outdoor techniques for shooting in low light, shooting in bright light, for capturing action, taking profiles, taking group shots, and more
	
			Indoor techniques for using a flash and strobes, and for shooting silhouettes, working with mirrors, and other techniques
	
			Photo philosophies and creative advice, such as developing a sense of place, carefully choosing the background, seeing pictures within a picture, and more
	
			How to photograph people in different cultures, along with fascinating behind-the-scenes stories of photos in the book


	
		The largest section of the book, "Photo Philosophies", lays out several principles for making people pictures. Rick stresses that the camera looks both ways -- in other words, the attitude and energy you bring to a shoot will be reflected in a subject's face. If you're enthusiastic, you'll capture a picture that portrays enthusiasm. If you're impatient or distracted, that will be reflected as well.

		

		Getting subjects to accept him in a matter of seconds is his prime goal as a people photographer -- after that, he says, taking pictures is much easier. Even if you're not a world traveler, Rick's tips and techniques will have you taking top-notch people pictures wherever you are.

		

		Rick Sammon gives more than a dozen workshops and presentations each year, holds online classes, and is the producer of seven interactive DVDs for photographers on all facets of photography.
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Mac OS X Leopard Pocket Guide (Pocket Reference)O'Reilly, 2007
No matter how much Mac experience you have, Mac OS X Leopard requires that you get reacquainted. This little guide is packed with more than 300 tips and techniques to help you do just that. You get all details you need to learn Leopard's new features, configure your system, and get the most out of your Mac. Pronto. Mac OS X Leopard Pocket Guide...
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Science and Technology in Medicine: An Illustrated Account Based on Ninety-Nine Landmark Publications from Five CenturiesSpringer, 2006

	The history and evolution of the fields of science and medicine are symbiotically linked and thus are mutually dependent. Discoveries in one domain have allowed for progress in the other, and it is nearly impossible to study one area in isolation. The influence of science and technologic discoveries on medicine has profoundly impacted the way...
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Motivate to Win: How to Motivate Yourself and OthersKogan Page, 2009

	Motivate to Win begins with the definition of motivation and goes on to consider its many implications for improving one's business and personal life.  Including sections on confidence, goal-setting, and communication, this book will help readers who want to motivate themselves or those around them.
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Data Structures and Algorithms in C++Cengage Learning, 2012

	Strengthen your understanding of data structures and their algorithms for the foundation you need to successfully design, implement and maintain virtually any software system. Theoretical, yet practical, DATA STRUCUTRES AND ALGORITHMS IN C++, 4E by experienced author Adam Drosdek highlights the fundamental connection between data structures and...
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Oxford Textbook of Palliative Care for ChildrenOxford University Press, 2006
"This book will be the gold standard for paediatric pallative care and deserves a place in every department of paediatrics and hospices that care for children." --IAHPC
     
This book is the first authoritative, systematic and comprehensive text to define the increasingly important and evolving specialty of paediatric...
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Green Building & Remodeling For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007


	When it comes to addressing most of the challenges we face as a society, it is often

	said that change begins at home. This is an exciting prospect—that we can make a difference

	around the world by changing the way we live our daily lives—and nowhere is

	it truer than in our efforts to improve the health of our planet,...
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